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	Title of Best Practice - 50 characters with spaces: Consent to vaccination
	Description of the best practice: 
	  What is this practice about? This text field allows for 400 characters in 4 lines: In this project we are developing a service where  school nurses can digitally obtain the consents that are now obtained through paper copies. The digital solution allows you to customize information, work with information in different languages, provide information and prepare both students and parents for the vaccination. The consent will be signed by personal bank ID.

	Issuees Faces  - 365 characters  with spaces- 12 Lines: Together with a team of IT-experts and designers we have developed a new process for this specific and legtask. This includes an e-service as the interface for service users and an integrated and automated solution on the other side where public officials deal with administration.Rough sketch of the development process:• RPA (Robot Process Automation) process design• RPA development. Programming development tools• Perform controlled tests and pilots• Continuous improvement. Analysis of deviations and development of corrective actions.
	Key Objectives - 365 characters with spaces: Expected results of the project:Improved preventive and strenghtening initiatives for learning and health.Increased availability and user friendliness.Far faster task process (from request onwards.More thorough information about vaccination.Increased focus on health actions  to benefit the pupils.Eight school nurses in Kramfors can spend more time on preventive health work instead of registering data in different systems and chasing parents who do not respond to requests.
	Main results- 365 characters with spaces - 12 Lines: ERUDITE has provided evaluation and progress through the SEROI+ method. This has been done through different steps. At first, a collecting phase was performed through open innovation. An analysing step was then done with mapping of the results from the process. The third and fourth steps are service design of the service and to implement and integrate the service into the systems.
	Name of Partner: Association Of Local AuthoritiesVästernorrland County
	Adress Line 1: Järnvägsgatan 2
	Address Line 2: SE-871 45 Härnösand
	Country: Sweden
	Contact Number: 
	Email Address: info@kfvn.se
	Website: kfvn.se
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